
product description STAS prorail fl at
STAS prorail � at is a unique painting suspension system for ceiling fastening. The 
STAS prorail � at is an exceptionally sturdy and solid pro� le which can be almost 
invisibly concealed in plasterwork, � at decorative framework or a STAS moulding. 

application
The STAS prorail � at system is suitable for newly built and existing properties. 
The rail is easily installed by handy DIY enthusiasts and professional mechanics. 
STAS prorail � at is fastened to the ceiling. You can use white painted screws for 
this. The STAS prorail � at can be perfectly plastered into a single or double � at 
decorative framework. Bonding on to a plaster, wooden or foam decorative frame 
or wooden ceiling is also possible. Corner connections can be created by mitering 
the rail. 

features
material  aluminium rail
colour   white
dimensions  31 x 18 mm
carrying loads  up to 45 kg per meter
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Refer to the installation demo on www.stasgroup.com or for more information call +31 (0)40 292 48 48

STAS quality and innovation
STAS picture hanging systems has proven 
itself to be the world’s most innovative 
manufacturer of high-quality picture hanging 
systems. STAS only uses the best materials 
and closely controls every step of the 
production process. Our products have been 
awarded no less than 20 unique patents. 
The STAS smartspring was even awarded a 
gold medal at the Inventors’ Convention in 
Geneva and the STAS cobra has won a Good 
Industrial Design Award. The STAS minirail 
won the ’Best Product Design Award for 
Decorative Accessories’. That is why STAS 
products are used all over the world in both 
family homes and in businesses, educational 
institutions, government buildings and the 
most prestigious museums and galleries.


